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Abstract—In Location-Based Services (LBS), users are re-
quired to disclose their precise location information to query a
service provider. An untrusted service provider can abuse those
queries to infer sensitive information on a user through spatio-
temporal and historical data analyses. Depicting the drawbacks
of existing privacy-preserving approaches in LBS, we propose
a user-centric obfuscation approach, called KLAP, based on
the three fundamental obfuscation requirements: k number of
locations, l-diversity, and privacy area preservation. Consider-
ing user’s sensitivity to different locations and utilizing Real-
Time Traffic Information (RTTI), KLAP generates a convex
Concealing Region (CR) to hide user’s location such that the
locations, forming the CR, resemble similar sensitivity and are
resilient against a wide range of inferences in spatio-temporal
domain. For the first time, a novel CR pruning technique is
proposed to significantly improve the delay between successive
CR submissions. We carry out an experiment with a real dataset
to show its effectiveness for sporadic, frequent, and continuous
service use cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

Location-Based Services (LBS) have become an integral

part of our life. A typical example of LBS use is the point

of interest (POI) query to obtain nearby restaurants, movies,

and other consumer information on a mobile device. This

interaction with the LBS poses serious threat to users’ privacy,

as an untrusted service provider can infer sensitive information

on a user by analyzing the location-centric queries [1].

The privacy-preserving approaches proposed to protect pri-

vacy in LBS, are either centralized (require a third party) or are

user-centric (work on user’s device). One popular user-centric

approach is obfuscation [2], which replaces user’s location

with a larger region, called Concealing Region(CR), in a

LBS query. Despite a substantial amount of research, existing

obfuscation approaches exhibit the following limitations. First,

if a CR is generated at random, then a service provider can

exclude some locations for having a low probability in being

the user’s location(Fig.1(a)). Second, if the time difference

(T2−T0) between multiple queries is small enough such that

the service provider can guess with high confidence that all

the CRs (CR0,CR1, and CR2) were actually generated from

the same location, then it can find a smaller (shaded) region

containing the user’s location (Fig.1(b)). Third, the maximum
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Fig. 1. Location inference attacks performed by an untrusted service provider:
(a) probability distribution and personal context linking attack, (b) region
intersection attack, (c) real-time traffic information (RTTI) based maximum-
movement boundary attack, and (d) long-term obfuscated location tracking
attack.

velocity-based free space mobility-centric approaches [2] leak

privacy against inferences using Real-Time Traffic Information

(RTTI). For example in Fig.1(c) using RTTI, a service provider

can exclude some locations from CR0, from which it is not

possible to reach any location of CR1 in (T1−T0) time. Sim-

ilarly, it can exclude some locations from CR1 which are not

reachable from any location of CR0 in (T1−T0) time. Fourth,

existing approaches cannot protect privacy against a long-

term obfuscated location tracking attack. In Fig.1(d), although

CR1,CR11,CR53, and CR60 were generated on different days,

through careful observation the service provider can find that

all of them actually were generated for a frequently visited

location and can apply a region intersection attack to get a

smaller region containing that location.

Contribution: Against this backdrop, we propose a user-centric

obfuscation approach, called KLAP, to protect privacy against

spatio-temporal and historical data analysis based inferences

in LBS. We also introduce a novel CR pruning technique for

consecutive queries to significantly reduce the delay compared

to delay-based approach.

II. KLAP: THE PROPOSED APPROACH

We consider a LBS with a set of mobile users U and a

set of locations L(Fig.2). A user u ∈ U ’s sensitivity to a

location li ∈ L is defined as Su
i =

qi×quiP
i(qi×qui )

, where qui
and qi are the total number of historical queries submitted

by u and U from location li, respectively. In KLAP, users

are required to mark their frequently visited locations(e.g.

home, workplace, and so on). To conceal his real location
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Fig. 2. System model of KLAP

with a CR, a user sets his personalized privacy setting in

terms of hk, l,Ai, referring to the required number of related

locations, number of the types of the related locations, and

area of the CR. A location is related to a user’s real location

O, if it has similar sensitivity and is selected to form a

CR. Let us consider W is a set of related locations whose

convex hull constructs a CR such that, |W | ≥ k, |type(W )| ≥
l, (Area of the CR) ≥ A. Then the privacy level of that CR is,

ECR = −P
i Si log2 Si; where, Si =

Su
iP

i Su
i
; ∀i ∈ W . A CR

submission is said to be delayed if the time difference between

query generation and privacy-preserving query submission to

the service provider is (> δt), where δt is a delay tolerant

threshold. Let us assume a user submitted CRA to conceal

locationOA at TA timestamp. Then he moved to a new location

OB in Tdiff = (TB − TA) time and the RTTI-based minimum

required time to submit CRB, satisfying privacy requirements,

to the LBS is T0
B. If T0

B > Tdiff+δt, then we call it delaying the

CR submission for delay = T0
B− (Tdiff + δt) amount of time.

Based on privacy level and delay, we formulate our problem

as a multi-objective optimization problem:

maximize {privacy level ECR,
1

edelay
} (1)

The solution to this problem is discussed in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 KLAP algorithm

Require: Previous CRA submitted at time TA for OA, current

time TB, current location OB, set of all previously sub-

mitted CRs for frequently visited locations ( x CRx), δt,
λ, user’s preference for all the locations S , k, l,A

Ensure: Final concealing region CR

1 if OB is in CRA then return with CRA

2 if OB is in CRB, where CRB ∈ ( x CRx), then compute

delay between CRA and CRB. if delay > 0 and CRA

was not generated for a frequent location, then prune

CRA by excluding the related locations of it which are

causing the delay and compute new delay between pruned

CRA and CRB. Finally, wait delay amount of time and

return with CRB.

3 Select k number of random locations, including OB, as

seeds from the region (disk centered at OB with radius

R \{CRA ∪ ( x CRx)}). For each seed, seedi, generate

CRi with the locations, having same sensitivity as OB,

from the region (disk centered at seedi with radius R
\{CRA ∪ ( x CRx)}). if delay > 0 for CRi and CRB

then prune CRi and compute the delay between CRA and

pruned CRi.

4 Select all the CRs satisfying, Ei ≥ λE(CR based on seed OB)

5 Select the CR with minimum delay, wait delay amount

of time, and return with the selected CR.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Comparison: (a) privacy level ECR and (b) delay. Parameters: k =
9, l = 5, α = 10, λ = 0.9, R = 1000 meter, δt = 1 minute.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate KLAP with a dataset having 227,428 check-

ins of 1,083 users from 38,333 unique locations in NYC [3].

We compare KLAP with the following baseline approaches:

area requirement A based random Rand-CR, k-DLCA [4],

Cont-Dummy [5], and NoPrune-CR. Here, NoPrune-CR is a

variation of KLAP without the pruning step.

We first discuss the privacy level achieved in different

approaches. Results in Fig.3(a) show that KLAP can achieve

the highest privacy in more than 96% of cases. The oscillating

nature of KLAP’s result is effected either by regions’ different

location density or the CR pruning step. If density is high, a

generated CR may cover large amount of related locations,

yielding higher privacy level. The impact of CR pruning on

delay is presented in Fig. 3(b). Interestingly, we found that,

with a small reduction (≤ 10%) in the privacy level, this delay

can be reduced drastically to (≤ 1) minute.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced a user-centric obfuscation

approach, called KLAP, to preserve privacy from an untrusted

location-based service provider. The careful design of the

approach allows it to guarantee privacy against a wide array of

inference attacks, including a long-term obfuscated trajectory

tracking attack. Furthermore, with a novel CR pruning tech-

nique it significantly reduces the delay for successive queries

in spatio-temporal domain. In the future, we aim to devise a

mechanism to introduce differential privacy in our approach.
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